
From: mandy Limbert
To: Zoning
Subject: Possible Rezoning for Verdi
Date: Wednesday, June 20, 2018 12:15:08 PM

To whom it may concern,

I hope it is just rumors, but there is talk of Rezoning my neighborhood to Gomm Elementary from Verdi
Elementary. And also to Swope instead of Billinghurst.  I live on Steelhead Court in the River Flow neighborhood.
The reason we bought this house 7 years ago was because we wanted to attend Verdi Elementary. My two older
children went to Verdi and my youngest is currently registered for 2nd grade at Verdi. It is not okay to change our
school. It will have a huge impact on our family. We love the culture and community of Verdi and are active and
comfortable there. This decision will negatively impact our family and I am begging you not to rezone us.

Thank you,
Mandy Limbert

Sent from my iPhone



May 22, 2018 

 

To Zoning Advisory Committee, 

      I am writing this letter to express my continued concern for the safety of the 

students that ride buses on I-80 for extended periods each school day to Verdi E.S. from the 

Mesa Park, Bella Rio, and River Park neighborhoods as well as the Montebello apartment 

complex.  As I previously stated to the zoning board, my neighborhood of Mesa Park is 6.4 miles 

from Verdi E.S. and 2.6 miles to Roy Gomm.  The Montebello apartments are 8.5 miles to Verdi 

E.S. and 2.4 miles to Grace Warner E.S. The school bus picks children in up in my neighborhood 

(Mesa Park) between 7:55 and 8:05 for a 9:15 school start time. That means that children are on 

the bus for over an hour in each direction with significant travel time on the interstate when their 

neighborhood school is much closer.    

     Prolonged and unnecessary interstate travel to and from school is not safe.  On top 

of this, the on-ramps that are used going to and from school are not compliant with current 

federal guidelines.  According to Federal Highway Administration safety guidelines, the freeway 

on-ramps that are used when going to school and returning home at the end of the day do NOT 

meet current federal safety requirements.  If these on-ramps were proposed to be built today, 

they would not be approved because they are too short for vehicles to safely navigate when 

entering the interstate.  This proves to be a continued and daily safety hazard for the buses that 

are entering the interstate when transporting children to and from Verdi.  I have personally been 

behind these school buses several times, and I have witnessed the bus drivers attempting to 

accelerate at a rate necessary to safely enter the freeway while continuing to fight for road space 

with semi-trucks and other large vehicles.   

    In an effort to further show the realities of daily interstate travel, I requested from 

NHP all accident reports and speeding tickets from Robb Drive to Gold Ranch on I-80 for all of 

2017 through April of 2018.  For complete transparency, I have included the raw data from NHP 

as attachments.   I have also included the graphed data in this letter.  On average, there are 10 

documented traffic accidents per month on this stretch of interstate and 153 documented 

speeding citations issued per month.  It is well documented that speeding increases the chance of 

fatalities in accidents.  According to one insurance website, “In 2011, speeding was a 

contributing factor in 30 percent of all fatal crashes, and 9,944 lives were lost in speeding-related 

crashes” in that year. (www.thezebra.com)   

 



 

 

 

    Accidents on the interstate and highway involving school buses are not a rarity.  

As the nation witnessed as recently as May 17, 2018, buses are not equipped to withstand the 

impact of larger vehicles at high rates of speed.   In New Jersey, a school bus was hit by a dump 

truck while transporting children to a school fieldtrip.  The entire undercarriage of the bus was 

sheared off the bus during impact.  The accident resulted with one fifth-grade student and a 
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teacher passing away.  WCSD should make every attempt possible to maintain school safety 

during transportation.  It is clearly too early to identify the lasting emotional and psychological 

damage that the other children will endure as a direct result of this accident.  Included in this 

letter are several pictures of the May 17th accident in New Jersey to serve as a visual support. 

 

 

 



        

    WCSD maintains that student safety is their number one priority; however, the 

district continues to put students on a bus that must travel on the freeway when neighborhood 

schools are much closer to these homes and require no interstate travel.  This current zoning 

decision was made decades ago when Reno was much smaller, less densely populated and more 

parents had the ability to drive their children to and from school.  It is clear that these current 

school zone boundaries are outdated and require change to reflect the district policy on school 

safety.    

 

Respectfully, 

Nicole Chewjalearn 

Resource Teacher 

Verdi Elementary School 

 

 

 

 

















































































From: LaMarca, Paul
To:

Subject: FW: Gomm-Verdi issue
Date: Thursday, June 21, 2018 8:42:01 AM

Dear Mr. Nannini:

Thank you for your message.  Your email will be shared with all zoning committee members.

Respectfully, Paul

Paul M. LaMarca, Ph.D.
Chief Ombudsman & Strategies Officer

-----Original Message-----
From: Joe Nannini 
Sent: Wednesday, June 20, 2018 7:50 PM
To: Zoning <Zoning@washoeschools net>
Subject: Gomm-Verdi issue

Hello,
My name is Joe Nannini and I am a parent at Roy Gomm, a former school administrator, dean and teacher. I urge
you to not move forward with the plan to change the zoning and have the large number of students from Verdi
Elementary attend Roy Gomm. I have several concerns with this proposed action but the most important being
student safety.
Having seen a great number of drop off plans at various schools, I can say Gomm’s is crazy! With traffic often
backing up past the Edgewater subdivision at drop off and pick up, students are in clear danger that will only
increase with additional students. I have contacted Reno City Council on several occasions to ask for a crossing
signal to no avail.
With additional students this problem will only become less safe.
As an educator, I understand clearly the position you all are in regarding this decision but the person in me that did a
lot of school safety work in the past is extremely concerned with the current situation let alone with additional
families and an increased bus zone that will force more cars into the jam while also increasing the amount  students
walking to school.
Thank you for your time and your consideration of my comments which I base in my experience in our schools.
Thank you,
Joe Nannini

Sent from my iPhone



From: LaMarca, Paul
To:
Cc:
Subject: Fwd: Verdi Elementary Rezoning Issue
Date: Thursday, May 17, 2018 2:51:08 PM

Dear Ms. Gottier,

Thank you for your detailed message. Your message will be shared with all committee
members. It is anticipated that the Zoning Committee will next review the Verdi zone in June. 

Respectfully, Paul

Paul M. LaMarca, Ph.D.
Chief Ombudsman & Strategies Officer

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: Zoning <Zoning@washoeschools.net>
Date: May 17, 2018 at 11:59:27 AM PDT
To: "LaMarca, Paul" <PLaMarca@washoeschools.net>
Subject: FW: Verdi Elementary Rezoning Issue

 
 

From: Morgan Gottier [ ] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 16, 2018 8:22 PM
To: s Zoning <Zoning@washoeschools.net>
Subject: Verdi Elementary Rezoning Issue
 
Good evening Stephanie and other Rezoning Committee Members,
 

I am a parent of two students that live in the River Park community and attend Verdi
Elementary School.  I am writing you today in opposition of rezoning our community to Roy
Gomm Elementary School.  I have attended the last two rezoning meetings and understand
that this rezoning issue is a difficult decision to make.  I hope that the parent feedback you
are receiving is constructive and will help you make the decision that benefits the most
students possible. 

 

Why We Want to Attend Verdi

Most people at the last rezoning meeting mentioned their school is already a community,
regardless of where they live in relation to the school.  I agree with this statement.  Verdi
Elementary and Roy Gomm Elementary are two very established schools and have built a
sense of community over the years.  Before our oldest daughter started Kindergarten, we



purchased our home for the sole purpose that we would be zoned for Verdi, Billinghurst and
McQueen.  Our family can make a home anywhere, but our main priority is that our children
would get the best education along with the relationships they could develop over the years
with their friends through high school.  One of the many reasons we wanted our girls to go
to Verdi was because I, myself, attended Verdi Elementary School.  Most of the traditions I
experienced at Verdi, as a student, are still taking place.  This says something about the
support this school receives from the parents and community to keep these traditions alive. 
These are all reasons why we want our children to continue to be zoned for Verdi
Elementary.

 

Overcrowding

I understand that overcrowding at both Verdi and Gomm is the main concern.  If you decide
to move all four developments proposed by the District rep Adam, the numbers at Roy
Gomm are sickening.  Roy Gomm is not a new school with larger classrooms and
multipurpose room.  This school is one of the older schools in the district and has had all
the extension it can possibly afford.  I can only imagine what the class sizes will be if the
rezoning to Gomm occurs.  This is not what I want for my children. Not only is there an
issue of moving too many children to Roy Gomm, there is the possibility of Verdi losing
valuable allocations at our school if too many children are rezoned at one time.  I know that
this is not what you want for our students or staff. 

 

Transportation

Regarding transportation; at Verdi, we do have longer times for our students on the bus
than most schools in the district.  Living in a rural area causes this longer bus ride. 
Students in our development do have to get on the freeway to get to school from where we
live, but students in both Mogul and some in Beli Ranch need to use the freeway as well to
get to school. We have some of the best and safest bus drivers in the District, their number
one concern is our students’ safety and know the best way to get our students to school.  I
hope that transportation will not be the deciding factor for you.

 

 Middle & High School

If our community is rezoned for Roy Gomm, does this mean that our Middle and High
School will be rezoned as well?  Or if the Middle and High School zones stay the same,
then you are sending our children to Roy Gomm for Elementary and then to a middle school
where they could be split from their friends?  I’m asking that you carefully consider keeping
our children with their friends all the way through their education years.

WC1 Issue

Rezoning is not the only way to solve the potential overcrowding at Verdi. Another solution
is is to get the WC1 committee involved.  It doesn’t make much sense that the District
would not want to build out the entire new building at Verdi while all the construction crews
are on site disrupting our staff and students.  The only reason it could be is due to money. 
Verdi was originally on the list of new schools/improvements on the WC1 Initiative. 
Therefore, so many parents at Verdi supported and promoted the benefits our students
would receive from WC1.  The District would rather come back in a year or even two,
disrupt the staff and students again, to build four more classrooms that would allow us to



keep our music and Special Education resources in a classroom instead of the staff lounge
and multipurpose room. 

 

Possible Resolution

By looking at the breakdown of the four developments from the District handouts, it looks
like there are some options that would not cause an increase in student population at Roy
Gomm and alleviate some pressure on Verdi for incoming students due to the current
construction projects.  Warner Elementary can take the students from the Montebello
Apartments without causing overcrowding numbers at that school.  Due to the student
numbers between the Montebello Apartments and W. 4th St. Corridor, Verdi has had to add
an additional bus this year. 

 

 In Conclusion

When the Rezoning Committee first brought up any rezoning for Verdi Elementary, the
Montebello Apartments was the only area being discussed.  I’m not sure how this issue has
grown over the last few months that could potentially affect hundreds of students.  By
rezoning the Montebello Apartments and reducing 13% of the students at Verdi and
building out the entire building at Verdi, the staff and students would be able to continue
their education at reasonable numbers that we are all wanting to achieve.
 
 
 
Thank you,
Morgan Gottier

 



From: LaMarca, Paul
To:
Cc:
Subject: FW: Fwd: Verdi Elementary Rezoning Issue
Date: Wednesday, June 20, 2018 2:25:03 PM

Dear Ms. Gottier:
 
Thank you for your follow up message.  We will share all of your messages with the zoning
committee members.
 
Respectfully, Paul
 

From: Morgan Gottier [ ] 
Sent: Wednesday, June 20, 2018 12:28 PM
To: Zoning <Zoning@washoeschools.net>
Cc: Fredrickson, Samantha G <
Subject: Re: Fwd: Verdi Elementary Rezoning Issue
 
Good Afternoon,
 
Again, I’m writing the Rezoning Committee as a concerned Verdi Elementary parent.  I’m
aware that the issue for rezoning some of Verdi Elementary has become a larger and
more sensitive issue than originally anticipated.
 
Originally, the Montebello Apartments were the only area on the rezoning committee’s
agenda to help alleviate anticipated growth out at Verdi Elementary.  Somehow, this
issue has turned into a much larger mess than needed.  Hundreds of students could
potentially be affected in a manner where the bad outweighs the good.
 
If the variance numbers for Roy Gomm are indeed accurate from what the District
presented in April, two-thirds of those 98 variances would need to be recalled in order to
make room for the Mesa Park, River Park and W. 4th St. Corridor.  If the variances are not
recalled, and the East Verdi students are rezoned, that would put Roy Gomm at 630
students (116% of capacity).  How is this fair to any of the Verdi or Roy Gomm students?
 
If you move 37 students (Montebello) to Warner and 63 students (Mesa Park, River Park,
& W 4th) to Roy Gomm, that will leave only 162 students at Verdi Elementary.  It would
be inevitable that Verdi would lose teacher allocations and valuable resources due to the
number of students remaining.  Again, this decision is not only affecting students and
families, but also Washoe County School District Staff that would be left to find a new
teaching position.
 
Another concern is where the rezoned Verdi students will go to middle school.  Currently



they are zoned for Billinghurst. If we are rezoned to Roy Gomm, does this mean our
students will go to Swope Middle School (3.9 miles away) and Reno High School (5.5
miles away)?  Swope Middle School is currently close to capacity and cannot make room
for the anticipated 6th graders due to move up to middle school, how are they going to
accommodate more students due to rezoning?  If you are not rezoning the Middle School
and High School, you are then having our children go to Elementary School at Roy Gomm
and then head back to Billinghurst (2.0 miles away) and McQueen (3.2 miles away)
where our students have not had the chance to make friends with other students that
will be starting middle school.
 
I am aware of the concerns of the developments in Verdi and the number of students that
as a result of the new homes being built.  Two weeks ago, the Meridian 120 project did
not receive the approval from the City Council to move forward with the planned project
as is.  With this decision, it is uncertain how or when this development will begin. 
Therefore, there should be more room at Verdi for the foreseen future to leave students
at the school instead of rezoning without causing overcrowding.
 
I have included my previous email from May that was sent to the Rezoning Committee
and hope that you will consider all items that I have presented to NOT rezone the River
Park, Mesa Park and W. 4th Street areas to Roy Gomm.
 
Thank you,
Morgan Gottier

 

 

 

 Morgan Gottier [ ] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 16, 2018 8:22 PM
To:  Zoning <Zoning@washoeschools.net>
Subject: Verdi Elementary Rezoning Issue

 

Good evening Stephanie and other Rezoning Committee Members,

 

I am a parent of two students that live in the River Park community and attend Verdi
Elementary School.  I am writing you today in opposition of rezoning our community to Roy
Gomm Elementary School.  I have attended the last two rezoning meetings and understand
that this rezoning issue is a difficult decision to make.  I hope that the parent feedback you
are receiving is constructive and will help you make the decision that benefits the most



students possible. 

 

Why We Want to Attend Verdi

Most people at the last rezoning meeting mentioned their school is already a community,
regardless of where they live in relation to the school.  I agree with this statement.  Verdi
Elementary and Roy Gomm Elementary are two very established schools and have built a
sense of community over the years.  Before our oldest daughter started Kindergarten, we
purchased our home for the sole purpose that we would be zoned for Verdi, Billinghurst and
McQueen.  Our family can make a home anywhere, but our main priority is that our children
would get the best education along with the relationships they could develop over the years
with their friends through high school.  One of the many reasons we wanted our girls to go
to Verdi was because I, myself, attended Verdi Elementary School.  Most of the traditions I
experienced at Verdi, as a student, are still taking place.  This says something about the
support this school receives from the parents and community to keep these traditions alive. 
These are all reasons why we want our children to continue to be zoned for Verdi
Elementary.

 

Overcrowding

I understand that overcrowding at both Verdi and Gomm is the main concern.  If you decide
to move all four developments proposed by the District rep Adam, the numbers at Roy
Gomm are sickening.  Roy Gomm is not a new school with larger classrooms and
multipurpose room.  This school is one of the older schools in the district and has had all
the extension it can possibly afford.  I can only imagine what the class sizes will be if the
rezoning to Gomm occurs.  This is not what I want for my children. Not only is there an
issue of moving too many children to Roy Gomm, there is the possibility of Verdi losing
valuable allocations at our school if too many children are rezoned at one time.  I know that
this is not what you want for our students or staff. 

 

Transportation

Regarding transportation; at Verdi, we do have longer times for our students on the bus
than most schools in the district.  Living in a rural area causes this longer bus ride. 
Students in our development do have to get on the freeway to get to school from where we
live, but students in both Mogul and some in Beli Ranch need to use the freeway as well to
get to school. We have some of the best and safest bus drivers in the District, their number
one concern is our students’ safety and know the best way to get our students to school.  I
hope that transportation will not be the deciding factor for you.

 

 Middle & High School

If our community is rezoned for Roy Gomm, does this mean that our Middle and High
School will be rezoned as well?  Or if the Middle and High School zones stay the same,
then you are sending our children to Roy Gomm for Elementary and then to a middle school
where they could be split from their friends?  I’m asking that you carefully consider keeping
our children with their friends all the way through their education years.



WC1 Issue

Rezoning is not the only way to solve the potential overcrowding at Verdi. Another solution
is is to get the WC1 committee involved.  It doesn’t make much sense that the District
would not want to build out the entire new building at Verdi while all the construction crews
are on site disrupting our staff and students.  The only reason it could be is due to money. 
Verdi was originally on the list of new schools/improvements on the WC1 Initiative. 
Therefore, so many parents at Verdi supported and promoted the benefits our students
would receive from WC1.  The District would rather come back in a year or even two,
disrupt the staff and students again, to build four more classrooms that would allow us to
keep our music and Special Education resources in a classroom instead of the staff lounge
and multipurpose room. 

 

Possible Resolution

By looking at the breakdown of the four developments from the District handouts, it looks
like there are some options that would not cause an increase in student population at Roy
Gomm and alleviate some pressure on Verdi for incoming students due to the current
construction projects.  Warner Elementary can take the students from the Montebello
Apartments without causing overcrowding numbers at that school.  Due to the student
numbers between the Montebello Apartments and W. 4th St. Corridor, Verdi has had to add
an additional bus this year. 

 

 In Conclusion

When the Rezoning Committee first brought up any rezoning for Verdi Elementary, the
Montebello Apartments was the only area being discussed.  I’m not sure how this issue has
grown over the last few months that could potentially affect hundreds of students.  By
rezoning the Montebello Apartments and reducing 13% of the students at Verdi and
building out the entire building at Verdi, the staff and students would be able to continue
their education at reasonable numbers that we are all wanting to achieve.

 

 

 

Thank you,

Morgan Gottier

 



From: LaMarca, Paul
To:
Cc:
Subject: FW: concerning
Date: Wednesday, June 20, 2018 2:27:28 PM

Dear Ms. Sackrison:
 
Thank you for your thoughtful message.  Its contents will be shared with the zoning committee.
 
Respectfully, Paul
 
Paul M. LaMarca, Ph.D.
Chief Ombudsman & Strategies Officer
 
 

From: Robyn Crystal [ ] 
Sent: Monday, June 18, 2018 3:15 PM
To: Zoning <Zoning@washoeschools.net>
Subject: concerning
 
Hello,
 
I was reviewing the latest material for the June 21st zoning committee meeting.  According to
your chart, ss of 10/1/17 your data documents on the zoning committee website show Verdi
Elementary at 279 students.  In 2027/28 with no changes you show student growth at 363
students at Verdi Elementary.  However, the WCSD provided letters documenting school
impacts for the approved Verdi housing projects.  In these letters, 59 additional students were
projected for Verdi Elementary for the approved West Meadows building. Further, there
are 50 additional students projected for Verdi Elementary for the approved Meridian 120N.
 So 109 additional students plus 279 students as of 10/1/17 would bring us to 388 students.
 Yet, you only show 363 students in 2027/2028.  This difference is somewhat concerning as
this is approved building and the projected students are from the school district.
 
West Meadows has floor plans of 3-5 bedrooms with 324 homes and Meridian 120 N is 2-5
bedroom floor plans withe 273 homes.  Again- these are already approved so that is 591 new
homes which the district projects will result in 109 elementary school students at Verdi.
Where are these numbers reflected in the zoning charts? 
 
Does the 396 capacity number at Verdi ES with the additional 2 classrooms take into account
that the resource, speech, and OT educators are currently in the faculty room?  I question the
396 capacity as surely we plan to remedy the current situation?  
 
Additionally, Canyon Pines which is 3-5 bedrooms and 308 homes was recently rezoned to



Melton.  75 students from these 308 homes were rezoned.  If we use this development as a
comparable model to the new Verdi approved building we would be looking at 79 students
from West Meadows at Verdi Elementary and 66 from Meridian 120 N for Verdi Elementary.
 This comparable data would result in 145 projected Elementary schools students and not 109
as the district proposed but somehow is not in the zoning committee charts?  279
students plus an additional 145 students would put the elementary school way over capacity
at 424 students.
 
Can you please shed some light us this for me so I can properly understand the charts prior to
the zoning meeting on Thursday?
 
Thank you,
 
Robyn Sackrison

 



From: LaMarca, Paul
To:
Cc:
Subject: FW: Letters
Date: Wednesday, June 20, 2018 2:29:31 PM

Dear Ms. Sackrison:

Each of the committee members receives this information in their meeting packet.

Respectfully, Paul

Paul M. LaMarca, Ph.D.
Chief Ombudsman & Strategies Officer

-----Original Message-----
From: Zoning
Sent: Wednesday, June 20, 2018 1:45 PM
To: LaMarca, Paul <PLaMarca@washoeschools.net>
Subject: FW: Letters

-----Original Message-----
From: Robyn Crystal [
Sent: Friday, June 15, 2018 4:09 PM
To: Zoning <Zoning@washoeschools net>
Subject: Letters

Hello,

I was considering sending a letter to this committee given that the June 21st meeting pertains to potential changes
where my daughter attends.  I did notice there are no letters in the supporting documentation for the upcoming
meeting.  Will the letters be posted online as supporting material for the next advisory committee meeting?

Robyn Sackrison

Sent from my iPhone



From: LaMarca, Paul
To:
Cc:
Subject: FW: Verdi
Date: Wednesday, June 20, 2018 2:33:06 PM

Dear Ms. Morris-Jackson:
 
Thank you for your question.  The answer depends on what action the committee takes.  If its action
includes a recommendation to the BOT regarding a zoning change, we attempt to take that to the
BOT at the next available meeting consistent with open-meeting posting requirements.  If the

committee makes a recommendation on June 21st, every attempt would be made to get it to the
BOT during the month of July.
 
Respectfully, Paul
 
Paul M. LaMarca, Ph.D.
Chief Ombudsman & Strategies Officer
 

From: Zoning 
Sent: Wednesday, June 20, 2018 1:46 PM
To: LaMarca, Paul <PLaMarca@washoeschools.net>
Subject: FW: Verdi
 
 
 

From: Morris-Jackson, Jocelyn 
Sent: Friday, June 8, 2018 10:21 PM
To: Zoning <Zoning@washoeschools.net>
Subject: Verdi
 
When will there be a recommendation to the board regarding Verdi rezoning?



From: LaMarca, Paul
To:
Cc:
Subject: Fwd: Spanish Springs elementary zones
Date: Friday, June 8, 2018 11:44:46 AM

Dear Ms. Atkinson,

Thank you for your detailed message. It will be shared with all ZAC members. 

Next year’s calendar of activities for the ZAC has not been determined. However, the Board
of Trustees has directed the ZAC to consider the possibility for additional changes stemming
from the construction of a new elementary school in Spanish Springs anticipated to be
operational in 2020-21. 

I hope when those discussions are agendized you may decide to make public comment. 

Respectfully, Paul

Paul M. LaMarca, Ph.D.
Chief Ombudsman & Strategies Officer 

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: Zoning <Zoning@washoeschools.net>
Date: June 7, 2018 at 10:38:54 AM CDT
To: "LaMarca, Paul" <PLaMarca@washoeschools.net>
Subject: FW: Spanish Springs elementary zones

 
 

From: Atkinson, Erin 
Sent: Friday, May 25, 2018 9:07 PM
To: Zoning <Zoning@washoeschools.net>
Subject: Spanish Springs elementary zones
 
Good evening, 
 
I am currently reviewing the proposed zoning changes for the Spanish Springs
elementary schools.  I have found no discernable changes from what is currently
used despite the construction of Sky Ranch Middle School, which is to alleviate
capacities in existing schools.  
 
As it stands, my child is zoned for Jesse Hall Elementary, even though we are



nearly two miles closer to Sepulveda Elementary.  We live at 6015 Montague Ct,
which is in the unfortunate triangular space between Sparks Blvd and Pyramid
Highway that appears to be gerrymandered in an illogical fashion. To take my son
to kindergarten next year, I will have to cross Pyramid Highway to take him to a
before school program, which will then have to cross Pyramid themselves to
transport him to school.  They will cross where there is no stoplight, turn signal,
etc. on a historically dangerous stretch of road. 
 
My concern is the safety of the children in my neighborhood who have and will
have to continue to drive an unreasonably long distance across an accident prone
road.  My concern is not with the school; both schools are reputable.  My concern
is the daily trip my son will have to make multiple times across Pyramid
Highway.  I recognize that the board has already approved this zoning proposal,
but I would appreciate some clarification on why such an apparent haphazard
decision has been made with seemingly no alteration due to Sky Ranch MS.  
 
Of course, if there are any upcoming meetings regarding this, I would like to
attend.  
 
Thank you for your time, 
 
Erin Atkinson 
 
 



From:
To: Zoning
Subject: Proposed Gomm rezoning feedback
Date: Thursday, June 21, 2018 9:56:20 AM

I would encourage you to leave the current Roy Gomm Elementary zoning in place and unmodified.  

Overcrowding Gomm will be detrimental  to our students, neighborhoods, and property values.

Sincerely,
Eric March 



From:
To: Zoning
Subject: Gomm
Date: Thursday, June 21, 2018 10:58:05 AM

Hi this email I think needs to be clarified.  Some people take it as there will be no zoning
changes at Roy Gomm, however, there still could be additional areas added to the Gomm
zone.  Can you please send out a clarification today?

 Thanks,

Kevin Spiares
Director, Strategy and Innovation



From: Summer Time
To: Zoning
Subject: Rezoning students to Roy Gomm Elementary
Date: Thursday, June 21, 2018 3:18:56 PM

Dear Zoning Committee, 
    Thank you for taking the time to read my comments.  As a parent of 4 children, two of which will be at
Roy Gomm in the coming year and one whom just graduated to Swope, I am highly concerned about the
prospect of additional children being added to this elementary school.  As a mother who has a daughter
with a health condition, I am at the school multiple times a week and volunteer in the class rooms 2-3x a
month. I see first hand how full the class rooms are, how the teachers lounge is used for various other
subjects and how high some of the teacher to student ratios are.    

    Additionally, I feel that adding to the student population would pose a real safety issue.  Pick-up and
drop-off are already one of the most chaotic and stressful times of day, as I am sure it is at most schools,
but is exacerbated at Gomm because we are literally right on the corner of McCarran and next to a very
popular mini-mall of stores.  

    In my opinion, adding additional cars, buses and foot traffic to this area in the morning and afternoon is
just unnecessary.  I understand the district has to do what it can to save money and the recent bus route
changes were necessary. That by itself will already increase foot traffic and car traffic to the school next
year.  Adding additional students from any other school that is not over its capacity just doesn't make
sense.  How does the risk of increasing students to Gomm, putting them over capacity and increasing the
chances that someone is going to get hurt outweigh the proposed benefits?  Isn't this an issue that can be
revisited in later years once we see the affects of the bus route changes and the new schools are built
and operating? Can someone answer for me why this change has to be made now?  

Once again, thank you for your time.  Please feel free to contact me further with any questions.

Sincerely,
Summer Spiares



From: Renee Hampton
To: Zoning
Subject: Rezoning for Verdi
Date: Thursday, June 21, 2018 3:20:16 PM

To whom it may concern, 

I am respectfully writing in regards to the rezoning meeting scheduled to occur this evening,
as I will not be able to attend. 

I would like to start by saying I understand the reason for the meeting to discuss rezoning
issues, and I appreciate you allowing us, as parents, to have the opportunity to discuss our
concerns. 

My family lives in the River Park Community, and we are currently zoned for Verdi
Elementary, Billinghurst Middle School, and McQueen High School. When my family was
researching school districts and neighborhoods to purchase our first home in Reno, we
were more than thrilled to find a home in the River Park Community and equally as thrilled
to be zoned for our current schools. We could not have chosen a better community, and
have had an excellent experience at Verdi Elementary and are looking forward to our move
to Billinghurst when it is time. 

The close knit culture that has been created at Verdi is one-of-a-kind and in my opinion
cannot be duplicated. In addition, without going into detail, my children have been through
quite a bit of personal issues, and with that being said the culture at Verdi Elementary, to
include the staff, and students has been extremely supportive of my children.  I know
adjusting and change are both very valuable life lessons, however, I also feel that stability,
relationships, and consistency are equally as important and a nurturing foundation which
has already been established at Verdi Elementary should continue. 

This issue, goes well beyond my own children. Children that are currently struggling with an
unstable home environment, or specific social or learning disabilities, whose parents may
not take the opportunity to express their feelings, should also be given heavy consideration
when determining the rezoning of schools. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

v/r 
Shay & Renee Hampton 
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